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 47 

Abstract 48 

Background: Arm cycling on an ergometer is common in sports training and rehabilitation 49 

protocols, but has not been widely studied from an aspect of neural control. The hand movement 50 

is constrained along a circular path, and the user is working against a resistance, maintaining a 51 

cadence. Even if the desired hand trajectory is given, there is the flexibility to choose patterns of 52 

joint coordination and muscle activation, given the kinematic redundancy of the upper limb. 53 

With changing external load, motor noise and changing joint stiffness may affect the pose of the 54 

arm even though the endpoint trajectory is unchanged, unless a control mechanism maintains the 55 

same arm configuration in corresponding time points of the cycles. However, the effect of crank 56 

resistance on the variances of arm configuration and muscle activation has not been investigated, 57 

yet. Methods: Fifteen healthy participants performed arm cranking on an arm-cycle ergometer 58 

both unimanually and bimanually with a cadence of 60 rpm against three crank resistances. We 59 

investigated arm configuration variances and muscle activation variances. Arm configuration 60 

was given by inter-segmental joint angles, while muscle activation by surface EMGs of arm 61 

muscles. Applying multifactorial ANOVA we evaluated the effects of resistance conditions. 62 

Results: Arm configuration variance in the course of arm cranking was not affected by crank 63 

resistance, while muscle activation variance was proportional to the square of electromyographic 64 

muscle activity. Furthermore, the shape of the variance time profiles for both arm configuration 65 

and muscle activation was not affected by crank resistance independently on cranking being 66 

performed unimanually or bimanually. Conclusions: Contrary to the prevailing assumption that 67 

an increased motor noise would affect the variance of auxiliary movements, the influence of 68 

noise doesn’t appear at the arm configuration level even when the system is redundant. Our 69 
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results suggest that neural control stabilizes arm configurations against altered external force in 70 

arm cranking. This may reflect the separation of kinematic- and force-control, via mechanisms 71 

that are compensating for dynamic non-linearities. Arm cranking may be suitable when the aim 72 

is to perform training under different load conditions, preserving stable and secure control of 73 

joint movements and muscle activations. 74 

 75 

Keywords: load; arm configuration; muscle activity variance; kinematic control, force control 76 

 77 

 78 

Introduction 79 

Arm cycling on arm ergometers is often applied in sports training when the aim is to 80 

strengthen upper body muscles in neurologically intact people [1] or to assess muscle powers and 81 

evaluate performances [2] during sports activities. Arm cycling exercises are also included in 82 

medical rehabilitation protocols [3] to improve motor performance and motor control of 83 

individuals with spinal cord injury or stroke [4, 5]. Arm cycling exercises are also used in 84 

combination with functional electrical stimulation (FES) training of individuals with spinal cord 85 

injuries [6]. Despite a range of sport and rehabilitation applications [7], the literature on arm 86 

cycling movements is limited relative to that on lower limb cycling. However, the importance of 87 

arm cycling has recently been supported by several investigations. Arm cycling in males and 88 

females has been compared [8], and sex-related differences in peak and mean power were more 89 

pronounced in arm cycling than in leg cycling [2]. Other noteworthy studies include the 90 

physiological characteristics of eccentric arm cycling [9]; the influence of differences in arm 91 

cycling at various cadences on the modulation of supraspinal and spinal excitability, and the 92 
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influence of various arm cycling parameters (e.g., crank load) on interlimb reflex modulation 93 

(soleus H reflex) [10]. No significant differences were seen in the level of suppression of the H 94 

reflex at different crank loads. It was proposed, and supported by data, that neural coupling 95 

between the arms helps to increase movement symmetry and to ensure stable arm cycling [11]. It 96 

has been shown that arm cycling training improves strength, coordination of muscle activity 97 

during other types of motor tasks, such as walking, and neurological connectivity between the 98 

arms and the legs [12]. 99 

We investigate arm cranking from the aspect of motor variance. We asked the following 100 

question: “How are the variances of arm cycling (cranking) movements affected if the resistance 101 

of the crank is changed?” There is literature in robotics about control of manipulators where the 102 

movement of the end-effector is constrained, but the load on it is changed [13, 14]. This 103 

literature offers models for accomplishing the task. Our particular purpose was to analyze the 104 

physiological parameters of human subjects during a constrained motion (arm cranking) when an 105 

increasing load is applied (effect of crank resistance). The metrics we analyzed are the arm 106 

configuration variance (in joint space) and the muscle activation variance (in muscle space). 107 

These parameters can indirectly validate the type of control utilized for this complex task. The 108 

maintenance of the same arm configuration is not guaranteed as the resistance of the crank increases. It 109 

has been demonstrated that joint stiffness increases as the load at the end-effector increases [15]. Changes 110 

in joint stiffness at each joint can substantially change the pose of the arm even though the endpoint 111 

trajectory is unchanged. If the arm configuration variance is not affected by crank resistance, it 112 

ensures the separation of kinematic- and force-control [16, 17] where the kinematic task can be 113 

maintained safely when crank resistance is altered. Knowing the type of control strategy is 114 

important in training and rehabilitation protocols. It is not the aim of this paper to evaluate 115 

rehabilitation protocols, but to experimentally examine this potentially useful feature of arm 116 
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cranking movement and provide a validation of the already developed theories applied in robotic 117 

rehabilitation [18-20]. 118 

The research on motor variance of multi-joint and multi-muscle systems covers several motor 119 

tasks but regarding arm movements, most of them are unconstrained, reaching or pointing 120 

movements [21-23]. It has been reported that for object transporting arm movements, the joint 121 

configuration variance depends on the weight of the object held in the hand [24]. It is a 122 

remaining question and it is investigated to a smaller extent that how motor variances in joint 123 

space and muscle space are affected by external loads, in the case of constrained arm 124 

movements, when the end effector (hand) path in the workspace is constrained [25]. Here we 125 

extend these studies. When arm cycling on an ergometer, the hand path is constrained, and the 126 

variance in the endpoint trajectory is assumed to be very small if the hand moves on a fixed 127 

circle with constant angular velocity.  128 

However, if the external load does not have an effect on the endpoint trajectory, it still may have 129 

an effect on the arm configuration variance. During arm cycling, when the endpoint trajectory is 130 

fixed, there is still the possibility for an infinity of change of the arm configuration that would 131 

result in the same endpoint trajectory. It is not trivial that the effect of the load does not appear at 132 

joint rotations. The underlining notion of motor variances famously reported by Bernstein [26], 133 

who observed that when the blacksmith wields the hammer, the hammer’s trajectory is more 134 

reproducible than the arm configurations used to perform that movement. In our case, the 135 

endpoint variance is very small by definition, but it does not imply automatically that the joint 136 

configuration is reproducible during consecutive cycles. 137 

In the present study, we investigate unimanual and bimanual arm cycling, focusing on motor 138 

variance at the joint and muscle levels. 139 
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 Cycling was performed on an ergometer against three crank resistances. We hypothesized 140 

that variances in joint angular displacement are impervious to crank resistance but that variances 141 

in muscle activities (EMG) increases quadratically as the crank resistance increases. This 142 

behavior would underline that 1) there exists a mechanism for the concurrent control of motion 143 

and force where the two can be controlled separately, 2) the controller of the motion is linear, 3) 144 

there exists a predictive mechanism capable of compensating the dynamic non-linearities. 145 

 146 

Methods 147 

Participants 148 

Fifteen right-handed, able-bodied participants (24 ± 4 years old) were recruited in the study who 149 

performed arm cranking movements on an arm cycle ergometer. The study was approved by the 150 

Ethics Committee of the National Institute for Medical Rehabilitation, Budapest, Hungary. 151 

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and they participated voluntarily in 152 

the study. 153 

 154 

Experimental setup 155 

Each participant was seated in a fixed chair in front of an arm cycle ergometer (MEYRA, 156 

Kalletal, Germany, (Fig. 1). The participant grasped the handle of the ergometer at the end of the 157 

crank, which was 10 cm long. The distance between the chair and the ergometer was set in such 158 

a manner that when the handle of the ergometer was at the most distant position with respect to 159 

the participant, the external angle of the elbow (the angle of the forearm with respect to the 160 

elongation of the long axis of the upper arm) was approximately 10-15 degrees. This 161 

corresponded approximately to the most extended elbow position. This angle was measured with 162 
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a protractor. The shoulders were strapped (with a chest strap) to the back of the chair to restrict 163 

the movement of the trunk. Note that because of the difference in participant size this 164 

configuration does not guarantee that each participant moves with the same angular 165 

displacement. For that case, the dimension of the crank would have need to change from 166 

participant to participant. Nevertheless, the subject dependent variation has been taken into 167 

account within our statistical analysis. 168 

 169 

Insert Figure 1 near here. 170 

 171 

Fig. 1 Equipment and maker positions. A: arm cycle ergometer. B: schematic figure of the 172 

cycling participant.  Black dots illustrate positions of markers placed on the body, on the 173 

handlebar of the ergometer and on the chair on which the participant was seated. Joint angles 174 

  in the shoulder, elbow and wrist, respectively, were computed from marker coordinates. 175 

 176 

Ultrasound emitting markers as part of an ultrasonic movement analyzer system 177 

(ZEBRIS CMS HS, Isny, Germany) were placed on anatomical landmarks. In particular, we used 178 

markers of the following landmarks: acromion, distal end of the humerus, proximal end of the 179 

ulna, styloid process of the ulna, caput of metacarpal of the fifth digit. One marker was placed on 180 

the chair and one on the handlebar of the ergometer. The positions of the markers were recorded 181 

by three ultrasound-sensitive microphones, with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz.  182 

 183 

The surface EMG activity was recorded by the EMG recording apparatus of the ZEBRIS 184 

system, from the right and left biceps (BI), triceps (TR), deltoideus anterior (DA), and deltoideus 185 
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posterior (DP) muscles, with a sampling frequency of 900 Hz. The skin was dry shaven and 186 

cleaned with 70% alcohol before placing pairs of NORAXON (Type 272) electrodes 187 

(interelectrode distance was 1.5 cm). The positions of the electrodes were based on the 188 

recommendations of the SENIAM project, “Recommendations for sensor locations on individual 189 

muscles” [27]. A reference electrode was placed at the elbow (over the olecranon). 190 

 191 

Motor task 192 

The participant was instructed to cycle with a cadence of 60 revolutions per minute 193 

(rpm), against three different crank resistances: low (1), moderate (2) and high (3). Cycling was 194 

performed bimanually and unimanually with the left or right arm. The resistance was quantified 195 

as the torque with which the crank resists rotation. In unimanual cycling, the low, moderate and 196 

high resistances were 1.16 Nm, 2.08 Nm, and 3.09 Nm, respectively. In bimanual cycling, they 197 

were 1.16 Nm, 3.09 Nm, and 6.14 Nm, respectively. 198 

Cycling was performed by each participant unimanually (by the left and right arm) and 199 

bimanually under each of the three resistance conditions and using two different grasping forms 200 

(horizontal or vertical). In the horizontal grasping form, the palm was positioned horizontally, 201 

and the fingers were bent around the horizontal handle. In this paper we deal only with the 202 

horizontal grasping form. The order in which cycling conditions were chosen was random. In 203 

each condition, the participants cycled for 30 seconds. They had 1 minute of rest between 204 

conditions. A metronome was used to guide the participants keep a cadence of 60 rpm in each 205 

cycling condition. 206 

 207 

Data processing and analysis 208 
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Recorded EMG signals were filtered using custom software in MATLAB (Mathworks, 209 

Natick, MA). Frequencies below 25 Hz and above 300 Hz were cut off (4th order Butterworth 210 

bandpass filter), as were frequencies from 49-51 Hz to eliminate the effect of the electrical power 211 

source (i.e. 50 Hz in Europe). After filtering, a root mean square (RMS) algorithm was applied to 212 

smooth filtered signals with a moving window of 0.088 ms (80 samples). 213 

Recorded marker coordinates were filtered applying discrete cosine transformation 214 

(DCT) to eliminate artifacts (Shin et al. 2010). Here, DCT was used to transform the recorded 215 

kinematic signals from the time domain to the frequency domain. Then, we multiplied the results 216 

with a 3rd-order low-pass Butterworth gain function (cutoff frequency 10 Hz). Finally, inverse 217 

DCT was applied. The intersegmental angles at the shoulder, elbow and wrist were computed 218 

from filtered marker coordinates by trigonometric equations. Fig. 1 illustrates the joint angles: 219 

shoulder – 𝛼, elbow – 𝛽, wrist – 𝛾. Arm configuration was defined by the inter-segmental angles 220 (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) thus resulting in a 3-dimensional joint space representation. Arm cranking is often 221 

represented as a planar movement in the sagittal plane, where the crank angular velocity is 222 

defined as a vector orthogonal to such a plane. We are aware that the movement is not 223 

completely planar, in the sense that there is a small ab-adduction angle at the shoulder and thus 224 

the elbow may deviate from the sagittal plane. However, the direction of the angular velocity of 225 

this rotation passes through the instantaneous center of rotation of the shoulder and the point of 226 

contact of the hand and crank. As described in publications illustrating the Uncontrolled 227 

Manifold [28], the variance of this degree of freedom does not influence the main task since the 228 

angular velocity vector of the crank and the angular velocity vector of the ab-adduction angle, 229 

are always orthogonal. We define the osculating plane ”Os(t)” as the plane orthogonal to the 230 

angular velocity around the elbow. Within this plane, we consider 3 degrees of freedom:  231 
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elevation of the shoulder ( 𝛼(𝑡) ), flexion-extension ( 𝛽(𝑡) ) of the elbow, and flexion-extension 232 

of the wrist ( 𝛾(𝑡) ). 233 

 234 

Variance calculations 235 

Time courses of joint angles 𝛼(𝑡), 𝛽(𝑡), 𝛾(𝑡), and muscle activities (EMG amplitude) 236 

were segmented based on the number of cycles the subjects completed. Time normalization was 237 

applied to allow comparison of cycles. The time progression within each cycle was divided into 238 

100 equally spaced time bins, and joint angles and EMG amplitudes were approximated with 239 

cubic spline interpolation at the beginning of the bins. The crank angle was defined as 0 when 240 

the crank was directed horizontally towards the participant (the handlebar was the closest to the 241 

participant). A complete cycle was defined by the crank angle, with each cycle starting at a crank 242 

angle of 0 and ending at a crank angle of 360, and this cycle was mapped to a time scale (1 to 243 

100). 244 

Then, angular variances (joint configuration variances) and muscle activity variances across 245 

cycles were computed at each percentage of cycle time. 246 

 247 

Angular variance (joint configuration variance) per degrees of freedom: 248 

𝑉𝑎𝑛𝑔(𝑡) = ∑ |�̅�(𝑡) − 𝑎𝑘(𝑡)|2𝑁𝑘=1 𝑁 ∗ 3  249 

 250 

where 𝑎(𝑡) = [𝛼(𝑡), 𝛽(𝑡), 𝛾(𝑡)], | . | denotes the vector norm (magnitude of the vector), and 𝑡 =251 1, … ,100 (percentage of cycle time). The upper line denotes the mean across cycles, 𝑁 is the 252 

number of cycles, and 𝑘 is the serial number of a cycle. 253 

 254 
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Muscle activity variance per degrees of freedom: 255 

𝑉𝐸𝑀𝐺(𝑡) = ∑ |�̅�(𝑡) − 𝑀𝑘(𝑡)|2𝑁𝑘=1 𝑁 ∗ 4  256 

 257 

where 𝑀(𝑡) = [BI(t), TR(t), DA(t), DP(t)] and 𝑡 = 1, … ,100 (percentage of cycle time). 258 

Variances were averaged across normalized time for each participant separately to 259 

characterize the variance by one number in each cycling condition for each participant. 260 

 261 

Statistical methods 262 

We calculated a multiple ways mixed factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) for both the 263 

variance norm of angles and Surface Electromyographic signals. In the analysis we considered 4 264 

factors such as side=[‘left’,’right’], mode = [‘Double’,’Single’], loading resistance = [’Level 1’, 265 

‘Level 2’, ‘Level 3’], and the subject which should be considered as a random factor and 266 

therefore makes this a mixed model. We also included in the model both a pairwise and a three-267 

way interaction between the factors. While we observed a large standard deviation for the whole 268 

population of angle variances, such a variable is the linear sum of the standard deviation due to 269 

each factor. Thus, by doing a multifactorial ANOVA we can pinpoint the size of the standard 270 

deviation for each factor and see which one makes us reject the null hypothesis. A post-hoc 271 

multicompare analysis based on Tukey's honestly significant difference criterion was also 272 

performed. 273 

 274 

Results 275 

Neither the factors nor their interaction with each other creates a significant difference for 276 

the arm configuration variance. On the other hand, we can observe a significant effect of both the 277 
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loading resistance (F=28.02, p<0.0001) and the mode (F=20.11, p=0.0005) for the variance of 278 

the EMG. Furthermore, there is a significant interaction between the subject and side (F=4.52, 279 

p=0.0282) and subject and mode, indicating that subjects perform the task with a statistically 280 

significant difference between the two sides, and between double-hand and single-hand cycling 281 

when compared to each other. This suggests that the subject is a confounding factor and must be 282 

considered as a random factor.  283 

 284 

Kinematic variances 285 

Crank resistance (CR) did not have a significant effect on angular variances (F=1.43, 286 

p=0.2573). Furthermore, the interaction between load and cycling mode was also not significant 287 

(F=0.28, p=0.7574)  (Fig. 2 A1 and A2). Side (F=0.15, p=0.7062) and cycling mode (F=0.5, 288 

p=0.4894) did not have a significant effect on angular variances (Fig. 2B and 2C). 289 

 290 

Insert Figure 2 here 291 

 292 

 293 

Fig. 2 Mean angular variances A1) in low, moderate and high resistance conditions for bimanual 294 

cycling (mean across participants and sides); A2) in low, moderate and high resistance 295 

conditions for unimanual cycling (mean across participants and sides). B) in bimanual and 296 

unimanual arm cycling (mean across participants, resistances and sides); C) in left and right 297 

arms (mean across partcipants, resistances and modes). Lines above bars denote standard 298 

errors of the mean (SEM). 299 

 300 
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Angular variances (as functions of normalized time) were compared for low, moderate and high 301 

CRs (Fig. 3). 302 

 303 

Insert Figure 3 here 304 

 305 

 306 

Fig. 3 Angular variance profiles. Time course of angular variance (𝑉𝑎𝑛𝑔(𝑡)) in low, moderate 307 

and high crank resistances in bimanual cycling and unimanual cycling for the dominant (right) 308 

and non-dominant (left) arm. Continuous line: mean across particpants. Dotted line: 309 

Mean+SEM. 310 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that the magnitude of angular variances and the time profiles of 311 

angular variances were not significantly affected by crank resistance. This was observed in both 312 

bimanual and unimanual cycling. 313 

  314 

Muscle activity variances 315 

Higher crank resistance was associated with higher muscle activity variances (Fig. 4 A1 316 

and A2) in all examined cycling conditions for both arms. This difference was significant when 317 

low and high crank resistance conditions were compared in either bimanual (p<0.0001) or 318 

unimanual cycling (p<0.0001) according to a post-hoc multicompare analysis based on 319 

Tukey's honestly significant difference criterion. This was also true when moderate and high 320 

RCs were compared in either bimanual (p<0.00025) or unimanual cycling (p<0.0001). 321 

Comparing bimanual and unimanual cranking, the muscle activity variance was higher for 322 
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unimanual than for bimnual cranking (Fig. 4 B). Comparision of muscle activity variances when 323 

cranking by the left and right arm did not show significant difference (Fig. 4 C). 324 

 325 

Figure 4 here 326 

 327 

Fig. 4 Mean muscle activity variances A1) in low, moderate, and high resistance conditions for 328 

bimanual cycling (across participants and sides); A2 ) in low, moderate, and high resistance 329 

conditions for unimanual cycling (across participants and sides); B) in bimanual and unimanual 330 

arm cycling (mean across participants, resistances, and sides F=20.11, p=0.0005); C) in left 331 

and right arms (mean across participants, resistances and modes F=0.15, p=0.7062);  332 

Lines above bars denote standard errors of the mean. 333 

 334 

In addition to comparing average muscle activity variances, muscle activity variance 335 

profiles were also compared among various cycling conditions. It was found that the shape of the 336 

variance profiles did not change for the specific arm, only its magnitude changed according to 337 

crank resistance. This finding is presented in Fig. 5. 338 

 339 

Insert Figure 5  here 340 

 341 

Fig. 5 Muscle activity variance profiles. Time course of muscle activity variance (𝑉𝐸𝑀𝐺(𝑡)) in 342 

low, moderate and high crank resistances in bimanual cycling and unimanual cycling for the 343 

dominant (right) and non-dominant (left) arm. Continuous line: mean across participants. 344 

Dotted line: Mean+SEM. 345 
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 346 

To represent quantitatively the similarity of the variance profiles, we computed 347 

correlation coefficients of the variance curves obtained in different resistance conditions. High 348 

correlation were observed when comparing variance curves, presented at Fig. 5, for different 349 

cranking conditions in unimanual cranking for both arms and bimanual cranking for the right 350 

arm. A weaker linear correlation was found between variance curves observed in bimanual 351 

cranking for the left arm (Table 1). 352 

 353 

Table 1. Correlation coefficients of mean muscle activity variance time courses. 354 

 Bimanual Unimanual 

 Left arm  Right arm Left arm Right arm 

low and moderate 0.51 0.77 0.95 0.96 

low and high 0.35 0.77 0.89 0.93 

moderate and high 0.90 0.92 0.98 0.93 

Mean muscle activity variance time courses (VEMG(t)) were correlated based on different 355 

resistance conditions (low, moderate, high).  356 

Correlation coefficients between 0.40 and 0.59 were defined as ‘moderate positive correlation’, 357 

between 0.60 and 0.79 were defined as ‘strong positive correlation’, and between 0.80 and 1.00 358 

were defined as ‘very strong positive correlation’.  359 

 360 

Naturally, if muscles are working against higher external resistance, the EMG amplitudes 361 

increase. On the other hand, the profile of the muscle activites does not necessarily need to 362 

remain the same, but we can reveal that it does within the same arm/condition. If the amplitude 363 

increases in such a manner that the signal with lower values is simply multiplied by a constant 364 
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c>1 then the variance will be multiplied by c2. The result is not trivial because for this to happen, 365 

the control variable needs to be linear [13], and the system to be controlled is highly nonlinear. 366 

Indeed, the force of each muscle (and the activation signal that mediates it) is required to 367 

accomplish 3 distinct tasks. These tasks are 1) providing the operational command for the hand 368 

to follow the prescribed trajectory, 2) compensating non-inertial forces such as centrifugal and 369 

Coriolis forces that are generated by the nonlinear dynamics as a result of the movement and, 3) 370 

generating additional forces for matching the resistance. Thus, for the variance to change 371 

quadratically between load conditions the controller must be able to decouple these components 372 

to guarantee that the operational task remains the same and that the resistance force is matched. 373 

We investigated how EMG amplitudes and muscle activity variances increased when crank 374 

resistance increased. We found that the variances changed almost quadratically with respect to 375 

the change in average muscle activities  (EMG values). Fig. 6. presents that the average variance 376 

of muscle activities (EMG signals) increases approximately at the same rate as the mean squared 377 

EMG values when the crank resistance is increased. 378 

For each participant, the average EMG values across time was computed for moderate and low 379 

crank resistances separately. The average obtained for moderate resistance was divided by the 380 

average that was obtained for low resistance. Thus, we get one ratio for each participant. The 381 

squares of this ratios were averaged across partcipants and this average values are presented at 382 

Fig 6 for different conditions (bimnaul/unimanual, left/arm right arm) separately. The same 383 

method was used for the computation of square of ratios of EMG values obtained for high 384 

resistance with respect to EMG values obtained for low resistance. The ratios of variances of 385 

EMG magnitudes in moderate CR to variances of EMG magnitudes in low CR and the ratios of 386 

variances of EMG magnitudes in high respect to low CR were also computed and presented. We 387 
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compared the ratio of variances and the square of ratio of muscle activities applying  paired 388 

sample t-test, (p=0.05). There were no significant differences in any cycling conditions (Fig. 6.) 389 

 390 

Insert Figure 6 here 391 

 392 

Fig. 6 The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes compared to the squares of the ratios of EMG 393 

magnitudes. A) The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes in moderate crank resistance respect 394 

to variances of EMG magnitudes in low crank resistance and the squares of the ratios of EMG 395 

magnitudes; B) The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes in high CR respect to variances of 396 

EMG magnitudes in low CR and the squares of the ratios of EMG magnitudes.  Ratios are 397 

presented for different combinations of conditions separately (left arm bimnaul, left arm 398 

unimanual, right arm bimnual, right arm unimanual). Mean and standard errors across 399 

participants are presented. The average variance of muscle activities (EMG) increases 400 

approximately at the same rate as the mean squared EMG values when the crank resistance is 401 

increased. 402 

 403 

Discussion 404 

 Arm cranking differs from the extensively studied reaching types of movements. It is a 405 

cyclic movement and it is a constrained movement. Considering cyclic arm movements, such as 406 

circle drawing, variances have been studied with regard to the endpoint trajectory and arm 407 

configuration [29-33]. When arm cranking on an ergometer, not only the fixed hand path is given 408 

that has to be tracked by the endpoint of a multijoint system, but there is also the need to produce 409 

an additional force. Equations for closed chain mechanisms, which show that both torque and angular 410 
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position must be controlled is presented in the appendix (based on the approach given in Yagiela et al. 411 

2020). These formulas show that the variance of the angles must change unless another control 412 

mechanism is taking place. 413 

Even if the desired hand path is given or it is fixed, there is still flexibility to choose patterns of 414 

joint coordination and muscle activation. However, our results suggest that neural control 415 

maintain the same arm configuration against altered external force in arm cranking. 416 

 417 

Kinematic variances 418 

In the cycling movement investigated here, each hand moved along a given path with a 419 

given velocity independently from the CR. In particular, the hand moved on a 2 dimensional path 420 

(circle). The variance in hand position was not affected by crank resistance by definition. It was 421 

unknown, however, whether arm configuration variance would be affected by crank resistance. 422 

The considered system is in fact redundant because the intersegmental angles in the shoulder, 423 

elbow and wrist are changing during the movement. The range of angular motion of the shoulder 424 

elbow and wrist was 42.75°±0.63; 68.87° ±0.49 and 23.35° ±1.16 (mean ±SEM) respectively. As 425 

the system is redundant there exist infinite mapping from joint space to operational space to 426 

accomplish the task. Our results found that variances in angular changes in joints space are not 427 

affected by crank resistance. This was found for both arms. This suggests that during arm 428 

cycling, central control ensures stable movement execution at kinematic level even if crank 429 

resistance is altered. The kinematic requirements of the task do not vary for altered crank 430 

resistance, what changes is the additional effort necessary to execute the movement. This 431 

aspect suggests that when a mapping is chosen between operational space and joint space, it is 432 

maintained as the resistance at the crank increases. Furthermore, it provides evidence for the 433 

existence of an independent control of force and position [16]. The central nervous system 434 
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(CNS) is able to handle two tasks separately. On one hand, it guarantees that the kinematic 435 

trajectory and velocity is executed. On the other hand, it is able to regulate the force the hand 436 

needs to apply without changing the kinematics, even though the kinematics and force generation 437 

are highly coupled through the non-linear dynamics of the neuro-mechanical system. The CNS 438 

thus parses muscular force for specific tasks, separately controlling the force necessary for the 439 

kinematics and the additional force required for the increasing crank resistance. 440 

Studies on bimanual circle drawing tasks found that movements of the non-dominant arm 441 

was more variable than the movement of the dominant arm [34]. We did not find variance related 442 

differences between the arms in our experiments on constrained arm cranking movements. This 443 

may be explained by the fact that the hand path was fixed and the execution of the task did not 444 

require high dexterity. Future work will require to study variability of movements of the two 445 

arms in other constrained motor tasks and the relation of such variabilities to the dynamic-446 

dominance hypothesis that was developed and applied for targeted reaching movements [35]. 447 

 448 

Muscle activity variances 449 

Cycling against a higher crank resistance requires increased muscle activity. It is a 450 

general assumption that activation signals with higher amplitudes produce higher motor 451 

variances due to signal-dependent noise. In the present study, we found that measured EMG 452 

signals have higher variances in higher CRs. It is unknown whether larger variances, observed 453 

when cranking was performed against higher CR, are a consequence only of higher signal 454 

amplitudes or if other motor control factors also contribute. The magnitude of muscle activity 455 

variances was significantly affected by crank resistance. However, the shape of the variance 456 

curve did not depend on crank resistance (Fig. 5, Table 1). 457 
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Muscle activity variances during arm cranking increased with crank resistance. On the other 458 

hand, the resulting kinematic (angular) variances were unchanged. Our results support the idea 459 

that arm configuration variances while cycling on an ergometer are not affected by crank 460 

resistance and that during this motor task, neural control stabilizes arm configurations against 461 

altered external force. This conclusion held true for both arms. This suggests that the CNS is able 462 

to modulate separately a kinematic task and a force task. Impedance control has been proposed 463 

as a strategy for the execution of such combined tasks [16]. 464 

A proportional variation of the muscle activity profiles as the CR increases (and therefore a 465 

quadratic alteration of its variance) is possible only if the control system is linear. Given the 466 

nonlinearities of the dynamic system, such control can only occur if there is a prediction of the 467 

dynamic properties of the system and the CNS is capable of compensating the dynamic non-468 

linearity. 469 

 470 

Limitations 471 

Considering the significant standard deviation of the variance in our measurements of the 472 

joints’ angles, we can analyze different sources for this phenomenon. Errors could come from the 473 

instrumental setup; on the other hand, we have placed particular care on these aspects. 474 

Specifically, we have used a system that is able to measure the position of the limbs without 475 

direct contact and with submillimeter precision. Thus, we have avoided errors that can come 476 

from using systems like an encoder, where plays in the kinematic chain between hand and 477 

transducer via a transmission can affect the measurements. In our setup, measurements strictly 478 

depend on what the subject has performed and not from additional errors in the measurement 479 

chain. The precision of the ultrasound system we utilized is actually very high. Considering an 480 
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average length segment all about 300 millimeters with an error of identification at the tip of each 481 

segment equal to 1 millimeter, the average angular error due to the measurement system is about 482 

0.2 degrees. It can be seen that the standard deviation of the angular variance is much larger than 483 

that. Therefore, we can see that the variance of the joint angular displacement does not depend 484 

on the measurement errors but is strictly depending on the task. Considering the Uncontrolled 485 

Manifold Theory, we can speculate that there are infinite poses that can guarantee proper 486 

tracking of the handle along the circular trajectory. Thus, the subject is free to choose among 487 

every possible solution without compromising the kinematics of the endpoint. 488 

 489 

Useful insights for rehabilitation 490 

An aspect for rehabilitation practice that the present study provides is to help to plan 491 

proper upper body exercises for people with paraplegia, whose lower limbs are paralyzed. It is 492 

essential to prevent further health problems, which would be the consequence of a physically 493 

inactive lifestyle of people with paraplegia. Arm-cycling on arm-cycle ergometer offers them an 494 

excellent exercise which helps to enhance physical capacity and maintain stable movement 495 

execution when employing increased crank resistances during the series of training sessions. As 496 

the arm configuration variance is not affected by crank resistance, this motor task may involve a 497 

stable movement execution and may be well used in rehabilitation and training protocols. 498 

Another example of a potential application is functional electrical stimulation (FES) driven arm 499 

cycling for people with tetraplegia, who are unable to move the arm crank voluntarily (Zhou et 500 

al. 2018). When spinal cord injured individuals are not able to generate active muscle forces 501 

voluntarily, FES controlled arm cycling is a useful exercise. The aforementioned practice helps 502 

to strengthen muscles by increasing crank resistance during the series of training sessions. If 503 
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muscle stimulation patterns are defined by observed muscle activity patterns of able-bodied 504 

individuals, then when resistance is increased during FES driven cranking, the amplitude of the 505 

stimulation has to be increased, and the stability of the control can be conserved. This may make 506 

the FES control easily adaptable to increased crank resistance. In spite of the limitation that in 507 

this study we investigated unimpaired participants, we feel that the results provide a starting 508 

point and further studies may evaluate related training protocols for motor impaired individuals. 509 

 510 

Conclusions 511 

In summary, we investigated arm cranking movements performed by able-bodied 512 

individuals on a cycle ergometer and addressed the question of how external load (crank 513 

resistance) affects the variances of arm configuration and muscle activation. The arm 514 

configuration variance was not affected by the crank resistance either in unimanual or bimanual 515 

cranking. This aspect was surprising because even though the hand path and cadence were 516 

constrained, a variability could be expected given that an increased resistance is associated to an 517 

increased motor noise that could have affected the time profile of the arm configuration variance. 518 

Muscle activation variances increased quadratically with respect to the change in average muscle 519 

activities as the crank resistance increased, underlining a linear control system. This observed 520 

kinematic, and muscle activity variances may reflect the separation of kinematic- and force-521 

control. While a single controller based on the equilibrium point hypothesis was proposed in 522 

[20], more recent literature put forth the need for two separate controllers to compensate for 523 

dynamical forces [18]. Our investigation suggests that the control scheme appears to allow a 524 

stable control of the constrained movement while independently compensating for the additional 525 

load and the effect of non-linear dynamics. Our experimental results are consistent with an 526 
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operational space control scheme that decouples the kinematics and the dynamics [13]. As 527 

suggested in [16], the modulation of force could be accomplished by proper modulation of 528 

stiffness, which would not change the pose of the arm as a function of the load (thus maintaining 529 

the arm configuration variance unaltered), but simply compensate for the additional crank 530 

resistance. Besides the importance of the relation of kinematic and force control in an arm 531 

movement task in which the hand path is constrained, these results may be relevant for planning 532 

rehabilitative training procedures. The results suggest that arm cranking can be performed in a 533 

comfortable, stable manner when external load alters.  534 

 535 
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Appendix  545 

Equations for closed chain mechanisms, which shows that both torque and position must 546 

be controlled (based on the approach given in Yagiela et al. 2020): 547 

 548 
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Equations for closed multi-link chain mechanisms show that the variance of the angles must 549 

change (through a change in the transmission ratios) unless another control mechanism is taking 550 

place: 551 

 552 

Let us assume that  𝑚𝑖 is the mass of the ith link, 𝐼𝑖 is its moment of inertia with respect to the 553 

center of gravity, �̇�𝑖, �̇�𝑖 are the translational velocities of the center of gravity with respect to the 554 

inertial frame and 𝛼𝑖̇  is the angular velocity of the link about its center of gravity. Furthermore, 𝜃 555 

represent the angle of the crank. 556 

We can define the generalized moment of inertia of the mechanism (crank + arm) with respect to 557 

the crank center of rotation as follows 558 

𝐼∗(𝜃) = ∑ (𝑚𝑖𝜏𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑚𝑖𝜏𝑦𝑖2 + 𝐼𝑖𝜏𝛼𝑖2)𝑛
𝑖=1  559 

Where  560 

𝜏𝑥𝑖 = 𝑑𝑥𝑖𝑑𝜃 = �̇�𝑖�̇� ,   𝜏𝑦𝑖 = 𝑑𝑦𝑖𝑑𝜃 = 𝑦�̇��̇� ,   𝜏𝛼𝑖 = 𝑑𝛼𝑖𝑑𝜃 = 𝛼𝑖�̇̇�  561 

 562 

are the transmission ratio of each link segment with respect to the crank angle 𝜃. Notice that a 563 

change in variance of the links’ degrees of freedom within a crank cycle is reflected in the 564 

change of transmission ratio if it is assumed that �̇� is constant. 565 

The dynamic equation of the mechanism is as follows: 566 

 567 

𝐼∗�̈� + 12 𝑑𝐼∗𝑑𝜃 �̇�2 = 𝑄∗ 568 

Where 𝑄∗ is the torque at the crank. 569 
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Assuming a constant velocity of the crank  �̇� = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 we obtain that �̈� = 0 and thus: 570 12 𝑑𝐼∗𝑑𝜃 �̇�2 = 𝑄∗ 571 

 572 

Assuming we are increasing the resistance of the crank by a factor 𝑘 we obtain 573 

𝑘 (12 𝑑𝐼∗𝑑𝜃 �̇�2) = 𝑘𝑄∗ 574 

 575 

If velocity of the crank is to remain constant, we have that  576 

(𝑘2 𝑑𝐼∗𝑑𝜃 ) �̇�2 = 𝑘𝑄∗ 577 

 578 

Therefore, we must have that the magnitude of the term 
𝑑𝐼∗𝑑𝜃 , representing the centrifugal and 579 

Coriolis dynamics components must increase 𝑘-fold. This implies a higher variance in the pose 580 

of the arm and, as a consequence, a possible higher variance of the joint angles with respect to 581 

the crank angle. 582 

 583 

This can be further developed as we can calculate the derivative of the generalized moment of 584 

inertia as follows 585 12 𝑑𝐼∗𝑑𝜃 = ∑ (𝑚𝑖𝜏𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝜏𝑥𝑖𝑑𝜃 + 𝑚𝑖𝜏𝑦𝑖 𝑑𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑑𝜃 + 𝐼𝑖𝜏𝛼𝑖 𝑑𝜏𝛼𝑖𝑑𝜃 ) 𝑛
𝑖=1  586 

 587 

And thus  588 12�̇� ∑ (𝑘𝑚𝑖𝜏𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝜏𝑥𝑖𝑑𝜃 + 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝜏𝑦𝑖 𝑑𝜏𝑦𝑖𝑑𝜃 + 𝑘𝐼𝑖𝜏𝛼𝑖 𝑑𝜏𝛼𝑖𝑑𝜃 ) 𝑛
𝑖=1 = 𝑘𝑄∗  589 
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 590 

Since 𝑚𝑖 and 𝐼𝑖 are constants the terms (𝜏𝑞𝑗 𝑑𝜏𝑞𝑗𝑑𝜃 ), with 𝑞𝑗  indicating a generic degree of 591 

freedom, must all increase 𝑘-fold. These terms represent the product of the transmission ratios 592 

for the generic degree of freedom 𝑞𝑗 and its derivative with respect to  . It is obvious that if the 593 

transmission ratios do not change, we have that 
𝑑𝜏𝑞𝑖𝑑𝜃 = 0 and thus the result is absurd.  594 

To allow for constant transmission ratio, and therefore to maintain the variance constant, there 595 

needs to be an additional term in the equation that is able to control the torque without changing 596 

the kinematic. 597 

 598 
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Figure Captions 697 

 698 

Fig. 1  699 

Equipment and maker positions. A: arm cycle ergometer. B: schematic figure of the cycling 700 

participant.  Black dots illustrate positions of markers placed on the body, on the handlebar of the 701 

ergometer and on the chair on which the participant was seated. Joint angles   in the 702 

shoulder, elbow and wrist, respectively, were computed from marker coordinates. 703 
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 704 

Fig. 2 705 

Mean angular variances A1) in low, moderate and high resistance conditions for bimanual 706 

cycling (mean across participants and sides); A2) in low, moderate and high resistance conditions 707 

for unimanual cycling (mean across participants and sides). B) in bimanual and unimanual arm 708 

cycling (mean across participants, resistances and sides); C) in left and right arms (mean across 709 

partcipants, resistances and modes). Lines above bars denote standard errors of the mean (SEM). 710 

 711 

Fig. 3 712 

Angular variance profiles. Time course of angular variance (Vang(t)) in low, moderate and high 713 

crank resistances in bimanual cycling and unimanual cycling for the dominant (right) and non-714 

dominant (left) arm. Continuous line: mean across particpants. Dotted line: Mean+SEM 715 

 716 

Fig. 4 717 

Mean muscle activity variances A1) in low, moderate, and high resistance conditions for 718 

bimanual cycling (across participants and sides); A2 ) in low, moderate, and high resistance 719 

conditions for unimanual cycling (across participants and sides); B) in bimanual and unimanual 720 

arm cycling (mean across participants, resistances, and sides F=20.11, p=0.0005); C) in left and 721 

right arms (mean across partcipants, resistances and modes F=0.15, p=0.7062);  722 

Lines above bars denote standard errors of the mean. 723 

 724 

 725 

 726 
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Fig. 5 727 

Muscle activity variance profiles. Time course of muscle activity variance (VEMG(t)) in low, 728 

moderate and high crank resistances in bimanual cycling and unimanual cycling for the dominant 729 

(right) and non-dominant (left) arm. Continuous line: mean across participants. Dotted line: 730 

Mean+SEM 731 

 732 

Fig. 6 733 

The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes compared to the squares of the ratios of EMG 734 

magnitudes. A) The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes in moderate crank resistance respect 735 

to variances of EMG magnitudes in low crank resistance and the squares of the ratios of EMG 736 

magnitudes; B) The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes in high CR respect to variances of 737 

EMG magnitudes in low CR and the squares of the ratios of EMG magnitudes.  Ratios are 738 

presented for different combinations of conditions separately (left arm bimnaul, left arm 739 

unimanual, right arm bimnual, right arm unimanual). Mean and standard errors across 740 

participants are presented. The average variance of muscle activities (EMG) increases 741 

approximately at the same rate as the mean squared EMG values when the crank resistance is 742 

increased. 743 



Figures

Figure 1

Equipment and maker positions. A: arm cycle ergometer. B: schematic �gure of the cycling participant.
Black dots illustrate positions of markers placed on the body, on the handlebar of the ergometer and on
the chair on which the participant was seated. Joint angles  in the shoulder, elbow and wrist,
respectively, were computed from marker coordinates.

Figure 2



Mean angular variances A1) in low, moderate and high resistance conditions for bimanual cycling (mean
across participants and sides); A2) in low, moderate and high resistance conditions for unimanual cycling
(mean across participants and sides). B) in bimanual and unimanual arm cycling (mean across
participants, resistances and sides); C) in left and right arms (mean across partcipants, resistances and
modes). Lines above bars denote standard errors of the mean (SEM).

Figure 3

Angular variance pro�les. Time course of angular variance (V_ang (t)) in low, moderate and high crank
resistances in bimanual cycling and unimanual cycling for the dominant (right) and non-dominant (left)
arm. Continuous line: mean across particpants. Dotted line: Mean+SEM

Figure 4



Mean muscle activity variances A1) in low, moderate, and high resistance conditions for bimanual cycling
(across participants and sides); A2 ) in low, moderate, and high resistance conditions for unimanual
cycling (across participants and sides); B) in bimanual and unimanual arm cycling (mean across
participants, resistances, and sides F=20.11, p=0.0005); C) in left and right arms (mean across
partcipants, resistances and modes F=0.15, p=0.7062); Lines above bars denote standard errors of the
mean.

Figure 5

Muscle activity variance pro�les. Time course of muscle activity variance (V_EMG (t)) in low, moderate
and high crank resistances in bimanual cycling and unimanual cycling for the dominant (right) and non-
dominant (left) arm. Continuous line: mean across participants. Dotted line: Mean+SEM



Figure 6

The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes compared to the squares of the ratios of EMG magnitudes.
A) The ratios of variances of EMG magnitudes in moderate crank resistance respect to variances of EMG
magnitudes in low crank resistance and the squares of the ratios of EMG magnitudes; B) The ratios of
variances of EMG magnitudes in high CR respect to variances of EMG magnitudes in low CR and the
squares of the ratios of EMG magnitudes. Ratios are presented for different combinations of conditions
separately (left arm bimnaul, left arm unimanual, right arm bimnual, right arm unimanual). Mean and
standard errors across participants are presented. The average variance of muscle activities (EMG)
increases approximately at the same rate as the mean squared EMG values when the crank resistance is
increased.


